British Antarctic base is being abandoned as cracks in the Brunt Ice sheet expand

This place looks so cool. Well maybe Antarctica is really cool. The picture above is of the Halley VI British
research station located on the Brunt Ice Sheet1 in Antarctica.
This station sits on huge skis and on hydraulic pillars that can rise up as the snow deepens. The station is not
on the continent of Antarctica but off the coast of the continent on an ice sheet.
There were Halley I, II, III, IV, and V research stations. The previous stations were crushed and buried under
the immense amounts of snow that cover the region during the Antarctic winters (March through November).
Since 2013 this strange looking station, Halley VI, has been the functioning British research habitat. There are
presently 88 people housed on the station and usually 16 people would over-winter. But not this year!
There are now 3 cracks in the ice sheet; Chasm 1, Chasm 2, and a new and very vigorous crack that was first
seen on October 31, 2016, and consequently called the Halloween Crack. Below is a picture to show some
reference about what and where this is happening.

H al loween c rack

1. Study this picture for a few minutes. Is the main picture about the Antarctic continent or the Brunt Ice
Shelf, or what?

We found that there are two different detail descriptions that have been
shown on this map.
• Inset (or detail) = larger scale than the primary map
• Overview = smaller scale than the primary map
2. Now describe what you think that the picture is showing.

At first we thought that the progress of the fissure seemed very regular judging from the time line in that inset
on the lower left of the map. Then we noticed the dates of those time points.
3. What can you deduce from the spacing of that fissure's growth, its time
intervals, and the scale marking of 3 miles?

4. Judging from the observed rate of that original chasm, when do you
think that it will reach the third crack that was registered on October 31st?
Explain your reasoning and show your work.

That new crack is marked above and to the right of the Halley VI current site in the picture on the previous
page. It is growing at an alarming rate and scientists are concerned.

Modified Copernicus Sentinel data (2016–17), processed by ENVEO

Blow up of previous image

So, now the Halley station will be closed for this coming winter and the station will be moved 14 miles to the
northeast.
5. This picture above of the Halloween crack is measured in kilometers. About how fast do you calculate
that the crack is growing? Please show your work.

6. If the new crack and the original chasm crack continue and merge, about what do you guess will be the
dimensions of the resulting free iceberg?
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The glacier on the edge of the Brunt Ice sheet serves a purpose off the coast of Antarctica. The ice sheet
helps inhibit Antarctic ice from flowing into the sea and significantly raising sea levels. When it calves into the
sea it will no longer be inhibiting Antarctic ice flow.
Sources: http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-38841100
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